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Dual energy computeD tomography: 
a new tool for Diagnosis of gout

INTRODUCTION: 
This study describes the new application of Dual Energy Computer Tomography 
(DECT) in the diagnosis of gout and it aims in evaluating its possible role in clinical 
routine.

METHODS: 
DECT examinations acquired with a Dual Source CT 
of 85 regions from 45 patients with joint symptoms           
(36 male, 9 female) were evaluated with regard to 
image quality, amount of urat deposits and their 
localization. Urat deposits are described with 
respect to their amount on a 4-stage scale: no (1), 
minimal punctual (< 2mm) (2), moderate (> 2mm) 
(3), soft tissue or osseus tophi (4). DECT results 
were compared with clinical findings of so far used 
diagnostic tools.

RESULTS: 
The DECTs of peripheral regions showed an excellent image quality, whereas 
image quality was poor in regions of the trunk. Patients with a score of 3 (n=24),                               
4 (n=3) and 1 (n=8) showed a 100% correlation with so far available diagnostic tools. 
Patients with a score of 2 (n=10) had urat deposits without symptoms, serum urat 
levels were partly normal partly elevated, the present symptoms could finally be 
associated with a differential diagnosis. The urat deposits were found in tendons 
(57), articular synovia (28), cartilage (19), soft tissue tophi (9), osseus tophi (6), 
cruciated ligaments (9) and menisci (4).

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS: 
DECT is the first quantitative method to detect urat 
deposits and facilitates a specific visualization 
of urat deposits in peripheral regions. According 
to the amount of urat deposits detected by DECT 
an accurate diagnosis of gout is possible. These 
results suggest the use of DECT in daily routine 
for diagnosis of gout.
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Fig. 1: 
Distribution of urat deposits for different 

score grades

Fig. 2: 
Note green urate deposits in a knee joint 


